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RESUMEN
Este artículo versa sobre cómo la adopción del cristianismo por parte del estado romano a principios del siglo IV d.C. afectó a la percepción y representación del poder imperial. Su principal foco de atención es la relación —a menudo objeto de arduas disputas— entre las imágenes del gobierno en los ámbitos terrestre y celestial. Para los partidarios de Constantino y sus sucesores cristianos, la nueva religión del estado (hábilmente desplegada) ofrecía la posibilidad de presentar una imagen de la monarquía en la que el exclusivismo y el elaborado ceremonial cortesano —tradicionalmente considerados indicios seguros de despotismo— podían percibirse como expresiones positivas de un poder legítimo. El cristianismo contribuyó a dar una forma nueva a las viejas ideas del poder, en un estado más centralizado e intencionalmente más ceremonioso. Debe resaltarse, al mismo tiempo, que las imágenes de este mundo y el venidero eran intercambiables. La nueva ideología cristianizada del poder dio mayor sentido tanto a la proyección de los emperadores y su majestad imperial como a los espléndidos relatos sobre la omnipotencia divina plenos de dramatismo. En la Antigüedad Tardía, el cielo seguía siendo un lugar muy romano: los ángeles parecerían altos cargos cortesanos, Cristo llevaría la púrpura imperial y el Juicio Final sería imaginado como un terrofíco apocalipsis administrativo, caracterizado tanto por la complejidad de sus disposiciones judiciales como por la exactitud burocrática de unos castigos cuidadosamente graduados.

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the ways in which the adoption of Christianity by the Roman state at the beginning of the fourth century A.D. affected the perception and presentation of imperial power. Its focus is the —often difficult and much disputed— relationship between images of government in the earthly and heavenly realms. For supporters of Constantine and his Christian successors, the new state religion (skillfully deployed) offered a means of presenting a version of monarchy in which exclusion and elaborate courtly ceremonial —traditionally interpreted as sure signs of despotism— could be seen
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as positive expressions of legitimate rule. Christianity helped give long-standing ideologies of power new form in a more centralised and self-consciously ceremonial state. Importantly too, images of this world and the new were closely reciprocal. A new Christianized ideology of power lent heightened meaning both to images of emperors and their imperial majesty and to the equally dramatically splendid accounts of divine omnipotence. In late Antiquity, heaven remained a very Roman place. Here angels might appear as high-ranking court officials, Christ might wear imperial purple, and the Last Judgement might be envisioned as a terrifying administrative apocalypse marked both by the complexity of its judicial arrangements and by the bureaucratic exactitude of its carefully graded punishments.

§I DREAMING OF HEAVEN

In the mid fourth century, the holy Egyptian monk Theodore had a vision.

While he was praying an ecstasy came over him, and this is what he saw... All the brothers were lying down like resting sheep, and an angel was in their midst watching over them... in his hand he held a very bright and fiery sword; he was dressed in a tunic... large medallions adorned this very shiny and very fine tunic; and his belt was a palm's breadth in width, it was bright crimson and sent out innumerable rays.¹

I cannot vouchsafe that this is an accurate description of an angel, (there are always limits to any historical enquiry) but it is a remarkably good description of a high-ranking later Roman bureaucrat. In the fourth century, even a relatively junior official was easily recognizable by his heavy, military-style cloak (chlamys), by his belt of office (cingulum) with its finely wrought and often highly decorated clasp, and by the brightly-coloured patches (segmenta) sewn or embroidered on his tunic.² A mid to late fourth-century tomb-painting from Durostorum (modern Silistra in Bulgaria) shows a provincial bureaucrat with attendant slaves carrying shoes, a white tunic, a cloak decorated with segmenta, and an impressively decorated cingulum.³ The

style of these uniforms also reflected the continued use of military dress within the late Roman civilian administration. All officials were technically soldiers; their service was known as *militia*; they received rations (*annonae*) and a fodder allowance (*capitum*). Officials serving in the department under the praetorian prefect of the East (the most powerful civilian official in the empire) were enrolled in the fictive *legio I adiutrix*. Even in the sixth century, the most senior official in the department (*princeps officii*)—who had no doubt never seen any real military service in his life—still, as part of his official *insignia*, carried a centurion's swagger stick. The praetorian prefect himself was even more splendidly uniformed. On grand ceremonial occasions he wore a flame-coloured knee-length cloak striped with gold, a deep-purple tunic, an elaborately embellished crimson *cingulum*, and was girt with a sword.

At court, other high-ranking imperial officials—to judge by the surviving representations—to were also elaborately attired. At the very end of the third century, a small imperial audience hall was constructed within the fabric of the pharaonic temple of Ammon in Luxor in Egypt. The southern wall was dominated by a raised platform with a baldacchino (*ciborium*) over the emperor's throne. The limestone blocks with their beautifully carved hieroglyphs were plastered over and brilliantly painted to represent a glittering late Roman court scene. Although most of this fresco has now been obliterated (by Egyptologists keen to uncover the hieroglyphs beneath), it is still possible to catch a faded glimpse of the groups on the walls flanking the imperial throne. Here officials formed part of a procession which on the other walls also included soldiers and civilians. All here wear fine white tunics emblazoned with multi-coloured medallions, their broad hems finely-embroidered. Their shoes are embossed and stamped with intricate designs. Around their waists they sport richly-jewelled belts with finely-wrought clasps. One official holds a staff of office, another gestures deferentially, several have their hands and forearms veiled.

---


7. Id. 2.13.

Even damaged, these figures offer a memorable image of courtly magnificence —of high-ranking officials who in the sheer brilliance of their appearance could easily be confused with the angel of Theodore's night-time vision.

Nor should Theodore's dream be considered an eccentric or isolated experience. For holy men, visions of the divine which compressed the outward and visible forms of both sacred and secular power were an accepted part of their religious experience. The holiest might even appear to their followers, or their enemies, clothed —like Roman emperors— in royal purple. Heaven too, remained a very Roman place. A late fourth-century hexameter poem —preserved on papyrus fragments from Upper Egypt— related the vision of Dorotheus, a Christian mystic who 'sitting alone in the palace in the middle of the day' dreamt that he was transported to a heavenly palace, which in architecture and personnel was closely modelled on its earthly, imperial counterpart. In the audience hall, escorted by heaven's palace guard, he saw God surrounded by his courtiers. The archangel Gabriel stood next to a figure described in strict bureaucratic terminology as the 'Lord's prēnticerius (πρεσβύτερος ἀνάκτος)' —head of the corps of senior administrators (notarii) who staffed the imperial palace. After a series of brutal punishments —both for his failure to obey orders and for his attempts to deny (even before Christ) his dereliction of duty— Dorotheus himself was finally confirmed in his post in God's heavenly palace guard:

I did not have simple clothing... but I was wearing a cloak made for me from two different sorts of linen. I stood with a kerchief around my neck and round my legs I wore long breeches and a multi-coloured belt.

(1973) 1-34, esp. 8-17, 25-28, whose suggestion that the procession converged on the imperial throne I follow here. Some of the frescoes were sketched by the Egyptologist J. G. Wilkinson who visited the site around the middle of the nineteenth century. They are now in the Griffith Institute in Oxford.


12 P. Bodm. 29, lines 329-34.
A similar concern with courtly protocol was central to a sermon in praise of the archangel Michael delivered in 535/36 by Theodosius, briefly bishop of Alexandria in Egypt. In attempting to describe something of the hierarchy of heaven and Michael's place at its head, Theodosius was drawn continually to images of an emperor and his court officials. Michael was God's 'Commander-in-Chief' and 'the governor of the denizens of heaven, and also the beings of the earth'.

As a mark of his rank he wore a belt 'set with precious stone of great price' and 'a glorious mantle, of the measure of the majesty of which no man can describe'. In a splendid ceremony, God crowned Michael, marking him out as an archangel.

And he set upon the crown three seals in the form of the Holy Trinity, and the similitude of His image was upon the seals, so that the Archangel Michael might continue to invoke God at all times on behalf of His image.

Such symbolism was significant. The ivory document cases (codicilli) handed in person by the emperor to senior administrative officials on their appointment were carved on their outer face with a portrait bust of the emperor. Displayed between burning tapers on a blue cloth-covered table (along with a large ceremonial silver ink-stand (theca), also decorated with images of the emperor) codicilli proclaimed the legitimacy of an official's acts. They also made public his subordination to a higher power on which both his authority and the continued security of his position depended.

Importantly too, at least in Theodosius' version of Michael, those seeking the archangel's help could be certain that his position on the right hand of God was permanently assured. Unlike the imperial court, heaven was politically stable—at least after the expulsion of Satan and the rebel angels. The new order was fixed and unchanging. There was no risk that Michael might suddenly be replaced by another more favoured angel.


15 Id. 30 (trans. Wallis Budge, Coptic Texts, 908).

16 Delbrueck, Die Consulardiptychen, 3-8; Kelly, 'Emperors, government and bureaucracy', 152. The descriptions of these insignia and the details of their display are known largely from the medieval illustrations to a late fourth/early fifth-century list of administrative and military offices, the Notitia Dignitatum, see P.C. Berger, The Insignia of the Notitia Dignitatum. New York, 1981, 25-34, 175-90; R. Grigg, 'Portrait-Bearing Codicils in the Illustrations of the Notitia Dignitatum', JRS 69 (1979) 105-24, esp. 112-18.

He is not an earthly Commander-in-Chief who will come to an end, and whom the king can dismiss whencesoever he pleaseth, but he is the Commander-in-Chief of the hosts of heaven, and he shall endure, with the King thereof, for ever.\textsuperscript{18}

On this basis, Theodosius encouraged his congregation to pray to Michael and to celebrate his festival day. Here was a heavenly official who could be trusted to intercede with his superior. In a neatly constructed passage, Theodosius imagined an objector to his sermon who might argue that neither praise nor prayers should be offered to Michael, but to God alone.

And I on my part will make an answer unto thee, saying, Thou speakest well; a faithful man indeed is he whose faith is right towards his Lord. But hearken and I will tell thee. Let us take the case of a king who has taken possession of a certain country, and who hath a vast number of soldiers with him; wilt thou not find among all these hosts one man who is superior to all the rest, even though the king is over them all? And if it happen that the king hath an affection for some individual among these royal troops he will bestow upon him honours and possessions.... And he hath power to approach the king at all times, and he is able to deliver him from every evil thing, and from every danger, and he is such a valuable member of his body-guard that other folk find favour through him. And thus it is with every man who giveth alms and oblations unto God on the day of Michael; for the archangel taketh the sacrifices and gifts from his hands, and presenteth them unto God as a sweet-smelling savour, and he receiveth commands from God concerning these men.\textsuperscript{19}

In these splendid images and stories of the world beyond, its dazzling inhabitants, and its complex administrative structures, what fascinates me is why the sacred should so closely parallel the secular. Why should angels appear uniformed as imperial administrators or body-guards? Why should heaven be seemingly so closely modelled on the imperial court? It is perhaps a particularly striking thing to find in the vision of a holy man, or in the biography of a dreaming monk. Such subversive and separatist tracts rarely find room to approve of the state, far less to raise its servants to heaven. Obviously, any good explanation of the origins and growth of this new Christianising language of power in the two centuries following the conversion of Constantine in 312 is likely to be both complex and multi-stranded. For present purposes, I should like to tease out three inter-connected lines of enquiry.

First, to suggest that the appearance of angels as bureaucrats should be seen both in the context of the vast ceremonialness of late Antique society, and in the context of the perceptible rise from the beginning of the fourth century of a more formal and more stylised representation of power.

\textsuperscript{18} Id. 7 (trans. Wallis Budge, \textit{Coptic Texts}, 897).

\textsuperscript{19} Id. 45-46 (trans. Wallis Budge, \textit{Coptic Texts}, 918).
Secondly, to suggest that these new Christianising images of emperors and officials were deliberately designed to displace other, long-standing ways of talking about and judging the exercise of imperial power.

And thirdly, to suggest that angels could never have appeared as bureaucrats without the active support of the Christian Church. I tread carefully here. It has sometimes been argued that in return for massive state subsidies, tax exemption, and political support, the Christian Church was prepared to exalt Roman emperors and their courts to heaven. But, for all its many attractions, I shall not (at least in this paper) pursue such a crassly materialistic line. My point here is markedly less polemic. It is simply to observe that many in the late-antique Church—both educated bishops and ordinary Christians—in their attempts to conceive of, talk about, and fight over, the nature of the divine were ineluctably drawn towards the images of power and magnificence forcefully fostered by the Roman state. From that point of view, it is perhaps unsurprising that visions of omnipotence in the next world should be shaped by the dominant images of power in this world.

§II ENVISIONING EMPERORS

The steady rise in the formality and complexity of ceremonial has long been recognised as one of the defining features of imperial power in late Antiquity. It has often be linked (as it was by contemporaries in the fourth century) to the increased centralisation of power at court in Constantinople and to the growth of a sophisticated and efficient bureaucracy. For me, this is an attractive connection. It seems no accident that in many of the great set-piece court ceremonials—such as the procession depicted on the walls of the imperial audience hall at Luxor—the emperor appears surrounded by serried ranks of carefully ordered officials. That bureaucrats should actively promote (or even enjoy) such occasions should not be surprising. Later Roman ceremonies imposed a glittering order on the world. They stressed formality, hierarchy, position, correct form, proper procedure. They created a structure in which everyone knew their place. In short, these ceremonies, established, reinforced, and celebrated a vision of rule.


whose institutional virtues were recognisably bureaucratic. More importantly, in these ceremonies, bureaucrats were clearly seen to be associated with the emperor. And that mattered, particularly in an imperially-centred world where the powerful were often known colloquially simply as _proximi_ – ‘those who are nearest’.

In the late 560s, Flavius Corippus, once a small-town teacher in Africa, now an imperial bureaucrat in Constantinople, wrote a poem celebrating the accession of the emperor Justin II to the throne. Corippus had an eye for imperial ceremony. One scene which particularly captured his imagination was the reception of an embassy sent by the Avars to demand the continued payment of subsidies in return for peace. (This tribe had first appeared on the Danube frontier in the late 550s and had been successfully bought off by Justinian.) Something of the awe inspired by the splendid state occasion on which the Avar ambassadors were received was vividly captured in Corippus’ panegyric. Ushered into the imperial audience hall, these barbarians suddenly found themselves entering another world.

The wide floor was wondrous with paving and carpets spread over it, and seats arranged in long rows adorned the splendid hall with their coverings. Hangings covered the doors.... When the officials had filled the decorated palace with their groups arranged in order, a glorious light shone from the inner chamber and filled all the meeting place. The emperor came forth...

Even more magnificent was the sight of all those administrators flanking the imperial throne in an epitome of an ordered universe:

The imperial palace with its officials is like the firmament... Just as the golden shining stars in the curving sky accomplish their courses poised on their own measure, number, and weight, and remain firm in fixed retreat, and one light shines over all; all the stars yield to its superior flames and they feed on the fire of their monarch, by which they remain eclipsed.

---

22 Amm. Marc. 14.11.1, 15.8.2, 30.4.1.
25 _Id._ 3.179-87.
The Avar response to this splendid imperial tableau was equally over-dramatic.

Tergazis the Avar looked up at the head of the emperor shining with the holy diadem, he lay down three times in adoration and remained fixed to the ground. The other Avars followed him in similar fear and fell on their faces, and brushed the carpets with their foreheads, and filled the spacious halls with their long hair and the imperial palace with their huge limbs.26

For Corippus, the Avars were model viewers of imperial ceremonial. Gazing in wild surmise, in the face of all this splendour they were struck by the unbridgeable gulf which separated barbarity from civilization. Confronted by the magnificence of an emperor and his brilliant court in all its glory the Avars knew themselves to be inferior.

The elaborate ceremony of the later Roman court epitomised the impersonal, institutional pattern of rule which characterises much of late Antiquity. Despite for us the often unpalatable degree of propagandistic exaggeration which these inflated descriptions of emperors and their courts seem to involve, such rococo representations of power should be taken seriously. An empire is held together not only by military force and efficient administration, it also requires an effective ideology to proclaim the rightness and authority of its government. Such a system can be as important (and as coercive for both rulers and the ruled) as more tangible expressions of power. The vast ceremoniousness of late-antique society was a key element in helping to establish and -through its unforgettable tableaux- to communicate, the legitimacy of an emperor and his régime. Pomp and power were inextricably linked. The deliberate and carefully exaggerated images of majesty not only elevated an emperor above the ordinary, they justified that distance by associating imperial rule with cosmic archetypes. Importantly too, ceremonial occasions permitted participants to glimpse something of a larger, transcendent order and to understand their place within it. Through elaborate rites, the ‘permanent quasi-liturgical drama’27 which dominated so much of late Roman public life enacted an exemplary model of society whose focus was the emperor.28

But for some observers, the court with its splendid ceremonies was not a potent symbol of imperial authority, but, rather, an admonitory exemplar of the ills of a new more centralised system of rule. In 398, the bishop Synesius of Cyrene, who had travelled from North Africa to Constantinople in an attempt to secure tax concessions for his province, found himself coldly rebuffed at the imperial court. He failed even to see the emperor Arcadius. In a stinging pamphlet -probably circulated privately in an attempt to secure the attention and support of a

26 Id. 3.257-63.
27 MacCormack, Art and Ceremony, 8.
28 Kelly, 'Emperors, Government and Bureaucracy', 145.
powerful (and eventually successful) coterie in Constantinople opposed to Arcadius' senior advisors and their policies—Synesius accused the emperor of haughtiness, luxurious self-indulgence and inaccessibility.

This majesty of yours, and the fear of being brought down to the level of mortals by becoming a familiar sight, causes you to be completely hidden away... rejoicing only in the pleasures of the flesh, and the most sensual of these, even as many as touch and taste provide; and so you live the life of a sea-borne jelly-fish.29

Similarly, in the historian and polemicist Procopius' acerbic critique of the imperial court in the mid sixth century under Justinian and Theodora, the ritual surrounding the imperial couple was portrayed as a series of gross servilities and insufferable indignities.

Those who were supposed to the emperor's confidants, stood at court unstintingly the whole day, and regularly for the greater part of the night without sleep or food at the usual hours.30

This was a travesty of the proper relationship between monarch and advisers. In Procopius' critical vision, court ceremonial became a ludicrous charade of pointless pomp and circumstance; a paper-thin façade behind which unmentionable crimes could be committed.

Criticisms such as these drew much of their force from a long-standing and widely-accepted catalogue of imperial virtues (moderation, clemency, frugality, accessibility, willingness to uphold the law) and vices (cruelty, capriciousness, unpredictability, inaccessibility) whose long tradition reached back to semi-philosophical treatises on kingship written in the third and second centuries B. C..31 Reflecting the long-standing practice of Graeco-Roman eulogistic oratory, a late third- or early fourth-century handbook on rhetoric ascribed to Menander instructed the prospective author of an address on kingship (ὅ βασιλικός λόγος) to present an emperor's achievements as illustrations of his virtue.


On every occasion, divide the actions of those whom you are going to praise into the virtues (there are four virtues: courage, justice, moderation and wisdom) and see to what virtues the actions belong and whether some actions, in war or peace, are associated with one virtue—for example, with wisdom.  

Equally influential (and heading the *Panegyrici Latini*—a late fourth-century collection of twelve speeches given before emperors), was the expanded version of a long address to the emperor Trajan delivered nearly three hundred years earlier by Pliny the Younger. In that speech, Pliny was concerned to demonstrate the extent to which an ideal ruler conformed to a pattern of behaviour and morality sanctioned by the upper-classes. Imperial virtues—clemency, friendship, frugality and accessibility—were presented as evidence of an emperor’s preparedness to uphold and participate in the existing moral and social order. These were proofs of his *ciuilitas*, a word which evoked, ‘the behaviour of a ruler who is still a citizen in a society of citizens’. Pliny’s version of imperial power linked monarch and subject closely together; the actions of both could be judged on the same scale of values. A good king was also a good citizen, on that claim rested his authority: 

The emperor is one of us—and his superiority is greater and more conspicuous because he thinks of himself as one of us, and bears in mind that he is a man just as much as a ruler over men.  

By contrast, a ‘bad’ emperor remained hidden and inaccessible, skulking ‘behind walls and masonry’, screened by ‘a thousand doors beyond which there are always more obstacles barring the way’.  

Of course, it goes without saying that these moral templates represent ideals (of extreme goodness and badness) which no real emperor could ever actually achieve. Rather, these fantasies were part of a complex ideology of rule which attempted to regulate the exercise of imperial power through a particular economy of praise and blame. Yet,
even in the later Empire— in an imperial world far-removed from that envisioned by Pliny the Younger nearly three centuries earlier— these same moral categories continued to offer a grid on which contemporaries could plot their critiques of individual emperors. In two orations delivered in 369 and 370, an upper-class spokesman, Quintus Aurelius Symmachus, stressed the importance of the Roman Senate in the government of the Empire, by eulogising the emperor Valentinian in terms strongly reminiscent of Pliny on Trajan.\(^{37}\) In the early 360s, Julian was similarly praised by those who approved of his attempts to present himself as a philosopher-king on the model of the second-century emperor Marcus Aurelius. In a series of speeches, the famous Antiochene orator Libanius offered a virtuoso exposition of traditional virtues with appropriate classical parallels. Reaching a splendid climax in his _Funeral Oration on Julian_ (probably never publicly delivered) Libanius declaimed:

He was more self-controlled than Hippolytus, as just as Rhadamantys, more intelligent than Themistocles, braver than Brasidas. He restored to health a world which had sickened. He hated wickedness, was kind to the just, hostile to the self-indulgent and a friend to all fair-minded men.\(^{38}\)

Similar extravagant praise of Julian’s moderation, justice, courage and foresight formed the unifying themes of a speech given before the Senate of Constantinople by the consul Claudius Mamertinus on New Year’s Day, 362:

Nor has he any need to acquire paintings, marble inlays, panelled ceilings decorated with solid gold, he who, for the greater part of the year slept on the bare ground, sheltered only by the sky.\(^{39}\)

---


The greater prominence of such rhetoric under Julian no doubt reflects something of that emperor's own—often idiosyncratic—views on the nature and presentation of imperial power. Even so, for fourth-century emperors, some conformity to the ideal of a citizen-king was an important demonstration of their fitness to rule. In Rome, following a splendid aduentus, Constantius II addressed the Senate and the people, and then went on an extensive, touristic walk-about through the city. Similarly, also in Rome, even the emperor Theodosius I—perhaps more accustomed to the rhythmic chanting of the crowd in the hippodrome at Constantinople—was said to have found time to exchange jokes with passers-by.

This emphasis on the continuing importance of long-standing ways of coming to terms with imperial power should, in its turn, be matched by an equal stress on the ability of fourth-century orators to place these well-worn classical gems in startlingly new settings. In 389, the Gallic orator Latinus Pacatus Drepanius delivered a panegyric before the emperor Theodosius I in Rome. The use of familiar categories for the cataloguing of stock-standard imperial virtues, placed Pacatus' oration firmly within a long-established rhetorical tradition. The similarities with Pliny's speech in praise of Trajan are striking. So are the contrasts. In Pacatus' version, imperial virtues were not presented as proofs of an emperor's willingness to conform to an aristocratic ideal of a citizen-king. Rather, they were divine qualities patterned on the heavens above. An emperor's virtues were further evidence of that vast distance which lay between citizen and king. Theodosius' concern for his friends did not reveal any desire for civic equality. Rather—in Pacatus' elegant re-working of a well-worn motif—the emperor 'summoned Friendship not only to the palace, but clothed her in purple, wreathed her in gold and gems and placed her on the throne'. Similarly, in his frugality, Theodosius did not seek to match any existing aristocratic ideal; rather, he set a model for others to follow. Most telling is Pacatus' treatment of the emperor's accessibi-

41 Amm. 16.10.13-17. The city of Rome was, unsurprisingly, a favoured site for displays of ciuilitas: Pan. Lat. 12.47.3; Claudian, de VI cos. Hon. 543-59, 587-94; with discussions in Alan Cameron, Claudian: Poetry and Propaganda at the Court of Honorius. Oxford, 1970, 382-89; Straub, Herrscherideal, 187-98.
42 Claudian, de VI cos. Hon. 60.
43 See the important discussion by A. Lippold, 'Herrscherideal und Traditionsverbundenheit im Panegyricus des Pacatus', Historia 17 (1968) 228-50.
lity. Theodosius—on the model of Trajan—did not remain ‘shut away in a remote part of the palace’, nor in his public appearances did he permit himself to be ‘completely surrounded above and on all sides by a very dense screen of men and weapons’. For Pliny, an emperor’s visibility was a crucial demonstration of his civilitas. Trajan by making himself available to his people had bridged the gap between citizen and king. But—for Pacatus—Theodosius’ accessibility, like his displays of frugality and friendship, was yet another demonstration of the irreducibility of that distance. A virtuous emperor’s willingness to be seen merely offered greater opportunity for awestruck crowds to gaze upon his divine countenance.

Pacatus’ speech before Theodosius I in 389 represents one possible perception of imperial power. Like any first-rate orator, Pacatus arranged his carefully selected material into a pattern suitable for a specific occasion. That particularity is important. To plunder the sources in order to assemble an amalgam of qualities attributable to a late antique ‘ideal prince’ is to risk losing something of the delicate negotiation which any individual representation of imperial power inevitably involved. In the later Empire, a range of perspectives, laudatory and critical, were still available—even to court poets and orators. The fourth century, in particular, was marked by an unresolved tension between traditional moralising views of imperial power, which stressed the close relationship between citizen and king, and other more ceremonial versions which emphasised the distance between subject and ruler. Such tensions were hardly new. In a series of much-admired paradoxes, Pliny the Younger had himself sought elegantly to reconcile his ideal vision of a citizen-king with the emperor Trajan’s evidently superior position.

Surely nothing could be more citizen-like (ciuillis) or more senatorial than that title of Optimus bestowed by us? For you are raised to the heavens by the very ground on which we all tread and where the footprints of a princeps are mingled with our own.

For when a man can advance no further than the highest rank, the only way he can go even higher, is by stepping down.

Yet in the later Empire (even more so than the Principate) such tactics—for all their undoubted rhetorical brilliance and attractive intellectual acuity—must have risked seeming even less convincing. At least from the beginning of the fourth century, the growth of bureaucracy and the concentration of power in a court difficult of access and

46 Id. 12.21.3-4.
47 Id. 12.21.2 and 5.
characterised by impersonal, distancing ceremony widened still further the always perilous gap between the exercise of autocratic power and those justifications of monarchy which stressed the accessibility of the emperor in his position as a responsible and worthy member of the Roman élite. (Perhaps too, the attempts by the emperor Julian in the early 360s to mark himself off from his allegedly more autocratic predecessors by self-consciously parodying his claims to *ciuilitas*, made any subsequent imperial deployment of this imagery even more difficult.) From this perspective, Pacatus' panegyric on Theodosius can perhaps most profitably be understood as an attempt to bridge that ever-widening gap; a bold attempt, in the midst of an ancient imperial city, to assert a late-antique emperor's close affinities with the canonically virtuous rulers of a far-distant Principate. For Pacatus (and perhaps for his audience and his emperor), the establishment of such legitimating continuities was an important element in the justification of Theodosius' right to rule. In Rome, the Principate and the achievements of its emperors could not easily be dismissed. Rather, in the skilful hands of sophisticated, classically-educated *érudits* like Pacatus, a potentially problematic past was radically transformed to reflect more closely the pressing concerns of a markedly different present.

But for those in a new Christian empire less concerned with preserving—even radically transformed—the concerns and priorities of the classical past, a vision of imperial splendour whose sacred, other-worldly claims were justified by Christianising images offered a powerful alternative to what to some (perhaps even in Pacatus' audience in Rome) must have seemed dangerously irrelevant and increasingly out-moded ways of representing and justifying imperial power. In a series of orations, the renowned rhetorician Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea, exploited to the full 'an aggressively Christian' view of the relationship between the imperial and the divine. In a speech delivered in 335, to celebrate the dedication of the church built on the site of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, Eusebius described God the Father: 'For He Himself dwells like an emperor somewhere within inconceivable, innermost and most inaccessible regions (*ἐν ἀδρήτοις καὶ ἀδύτοις καὶ ἀβάτοις*), in light unapproachable'.

The image was even more elaborate in an oration given the following year to mark the thirtieth anniversary of Constantine's accession: 'Him celestial armies encircle... an infinite number of angels... gaze upon His dazzling presence.' All this splendour takes place in seclusion: 'the universe which lies between has been drawn across, its darkness separating

those outside from those within these royal halls’. Eusebius congratulated his courtly audience on being like that celestial band:

So let those who have entered within the sanctuary of this holy place –that innermost, most inaccessible of places (ἵππου δόντων τε καὶ αὐτῶν μυκτῶν)– having barred the gate to profane hearing, narrate the sovereign’s most secret mysteries to those alone who are initiated in these things.53

These are more than mere rhetorical games –although they are of course (like the panegyrics of Pliny the Younger or Pacatus) excellent rhetoric. In collapsing the distance between the sacred and the secular, Eusebius –explicitly drawing on Christian theology– developed a language which enabled him to legitimate through divine parallels an imperial image of exclusion, of inaccessibility, of impenetrable ceremony, of drawn curtains and veiled mysteries. This was a language which could be used to counter the image of an accessible ‘good emperor’ surrounded by equals; and of a ‘bad emperor’ who (in Pliny the Younger’s version) remained unseen ‘behind walls and masonry’ screened by ‘a thousand doors beyond which there are always more obstacles barring the way’. By contrast, in the new courtly vision of Eusebius, the ceremonial monarch, pavilioned in splendour, was presented as a positive and legitimate expression of power.

Images drawn from the new state religion helped sanctify a new system of rule. In the exegetical homilies of skilled ecclesiastical rhetoricians, parallels between this world and the next became elaborate and sophisticated conceits. For St. John Chrysostom, bishop of Constantinople at the turn of the fourth century, the city of God was like an imperial palace –adorned with innumerable courts and buildings.

Here angels stand, not before a mortal king, but before him who is immortal, the king of kings and lord of lords. They do not have a leather belt around their waists, but that glory which is unutterable.54

Colourful language was matched by art. From the mid sixth century, visitors to Ravenna in northern Italy could see in the church of Sant’Apollinare Nuovo a series of mosaics on Gospel themes –each


with Christ dressed in imperial purple. Most striking of all, in the Cappella Arcivescovile those on their way to mass passed beneath a powerful representation of the victorious Christ in the flame-coloured knee-length cloak and the crimson cingulum of a Praetorian Prefect. Flanking the sanctuary in San’Apollinare in Classe, stood his archangels Michael and Gabriel likewise wearing the regulation cloaks and multi-coloured tunics of high court officials – the visual incarnations of the bureaucratic angel of Theodore’s vision.

These parallels were close and deliberate. In Constantine’s Lateran Basilica in Rome, the clergy seated in the apse faced a gorgeous canopy-like structure of hammered silver supported on columns, with a vaulted ceiling of purest gold. Under the canopy, was a silver statue of Christ enthroned, surrounded by angels. When in November 565, that Avar embassy came before Justin II, they too faced a scene of glittering majesty. To quote Corippus:

The imperial throne ennobles the innermost sanctum. It is set with four marvellous columns over which a canopy, shining as if of liquid gold, shades, like the vault of the curving sky, the immortal head and throne of the emperor as he sits there. The throne is adorned with jewels and proud with purple and gold.

In the light of such magnificence, the Avar reaction was perhaps unsurprising. Confronted by an emperor enthroned, surrounded by the serried ranks of his officials, men whose countenances shone like
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the ‘golden shining stars in the curving sky’, the Avars could perhaps be forgiven for believing –*aliiu Romana palatia caelum*– that ‘the Roman palace was indeed another heaven’. That confusion puts them in good company. In the original interpretations of that imperial audience hall built in the late third century within the fabric of the pharonic temple of Ammon at Luxor in Egypt, the splendidly dressed figures in the frescoes were seen not as courtiers or high-ranking officials, but as angels. Even in modern scholarly visions, the emperor’s court became heaven; an imperial audience hall became a Christian church.

§III. ON THE INTERPRETATION OF DREAMS

Of course, these perspectives were not always easily accepted—especially by some Christians. In the early sixth century, Severus, bishop of Antioch, objected to the portrayal of the archangels Michael and Gabriel, ‘as princes or kings, with a royal robe in purple’. Such representations he argued confused the proper spheres of Church and State. They devalued the mystery and true splendour of the former; they lent the latter too powerful a justification for its actions. This was an old dispute. In 390, in Milan, St. Ambrose had forcibly reminded Theodosius I that: ‘The purple can make emperors— not priests.’ But for the established Church—apart from such neatly turned rhetoric— in practice, the division was often difficult to maintain; it was (perhaps unsurprisingly) most dramatically enacted outside formal ecclesiastical hierarchies in the maverick actions of holy men and their (often carefully contrived) displays of otherworldliness. St. Sabas in his audience with the emperor Anastasius followed—rather than preceded—his retinue. As a result, he was locked out of the imperial throne room. St. Theodore, once destined for a bureaucratic career, cast off his ‘gold belt and expensive clothes’ and wore instead a new uniform—a corslet, a hair shirt and an iron belt. Lastly, the fourth-century Gallic saint, Martin of Tours. Martin once sought an audience of the emperor Valentinian. For six days the emperor refused. Luckily, on the seventh, Martin obtained the help of an angel and was miracu-
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lously transported into the imperial audience chamber, spectacularly by-passing the detailed mechanisms of exclusion which surrounded the court. (This angel—at least—was clearly no bureaucrat.) But Martin’s problems did not end here. The emperor refused to rise to greet him. A ceremonial deadlock ensued as Valentinian remained firmly seated. It was only broken when Martin’s ever-helpful guardian angel set fire to the imperial throne, precipitating the slightly-singed emperor into rising and recognising the holy man. The story is instructive. Even the power of the holy man was best manifested in his ability to control court ceremonial.67

These flamboyant displays of holy contempt for secular power represented extremes. They sounded a warning of the enervating consequences of too comfortable a relationship between Church and State. They sought to deepen the divide between this world and the next. But for those concerned with gently coaxing the great mass of the faithful across that chasm, such ostentatious demonstrations of alienation and difference needed to be tempered with a recognition that, at least for many ordinary Christians, encouragement and strength were derived from an image of heaven as this fallen world perfected. In the fourth century, Ephraim the Syrian elegantly captured the problem faced by those who wished to talk of heaven:

For him who would tell of it
there is no other means
but to use the names
of things that are visible,
thus depicting for his hearers
a likeness of things that are hidden.68

The didactic use of metaphors was widely advocated. John Chrysostom argued that: ‘Human illustrations... while insufficient to describe the things spoken of, and unable to reveal even half of their true proportions, nevertheless suffice given the weakness of the hearers.’69 In a long treatise On the Incomprehensibility of God, he went on patiently to explain archangels, and to deal with the difficult business of their wings:

Their wings reveal, as it were, the loftiness of their nature. Gabriel, for example, is shown flying, not because angels have wings, but so that you may know that he comes down to human beings from the loftiest of places and from a way of life above.70

---

67 Sulp. Sev. Dial. 2.5.5-9 (ed. C. Halm, CSEL 1, Leipzig, 1866); Matthews, The Roman Empire of Ammianus, 269.
But whatever the theology, views of perfection in the next world inevitably depended on the visionary and his views of this world. The shining New Jerusalem of the apocalyptic revelation looked, in many ways, strikingly like the earthly city it was designed to replace. Perhaps in response to their own experiences of dealing with government (and with those who sought their aid in preference to an official tribunal) later Roman divines were captivated by visions of an afterlife characterised by its ceremonial order, its careful regimentation and its bureaucratic exactitude. In another fourth-century dream, St. Pachomius, the founder of communal monasticism in Egypt, and Theodore's spiritual father, saw something of that perfection.

At the death of a pious man, three angels whose rank corresponds to the measure of the dying man’s conduct come to fetch him... The three angels are in ascending rank, and the one of lower rank always obeys the one whose rank is higher... God acts thus so that those angels who come to visit the man may lift him out of his body with proper patience, and lest some high-ranking angels, being sent to take someone who is of low rank by his practices, should treat him according to the custom of earthly authorities. These authorities act with partiality, impressed by riches and empty glory... but the divine powers act in all things in accordance with right judgement, in conformity with the Lord's command and with the merit of the works that have been accomplished.  

Similar administrative care was taken with the wicked. Pachomius’ vision of Hell included pitiless ‘torturing angels’ with whips who rejoiced at the torments of the wicked and received each new batch of damned souls who, in their turn, were ‘classified for punishments according to their deserts’. It was something of this bureaucratic order and punctiliousness (even in the punishment of transgressors) which Pachomius’ successors attempted to mirror in his monasteries. In their structured communities, the monks of the desert were like angels, ‘drawn up in perfect order, robed in white’. New recruits were ordered into communities, prayer groups and work gangs. Their day was timetabled and centrally controlled. This regimentation extended to the natural world, chaotic and disorderly after
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the expulsion of Adam and Eve from Paradise. In the monastery gar-
dens of fourth-century Egypt, even the windfalls were to be arranged
in neat, straight rows under the fruit trees.\textsuperscript{75} It was Pachomius too,
who appeared to his successor Theodore dressed in imperial purple.\textsuperscript{76}
Such symbolism—even for a monk who had rejected the world—was
powerful. It was that Theodore (a man who appears to have been
peculiarly susceptible to visions) who began this piece with the vision
of a Roman official posing as an angel; or at least an angel dressed as
a Roman official; or perhaps both at once.

That compression of images was also central to a series of terrif-
ying sermons preached by John Chrysostom in the late 380s. In 387,
the citizens of Antioch in Syria rioted pulling down the statues of the
emperor Theodosius I, pelting them with filth and dragging them
through the streets. John, then a priest in the city, graphically descri-
bred the fear of Antiochenes in the days which followed as they expec-
ted, ‘the wrath of the emperor to come like fire from above’. Prominent
Antiochenes fled to the desert. An ominous silence descended on the
once busy public squares and porticoes.

For as a garden when the irrigation fails shows trees stripped of
their foliage and bare of fruit, so now indeed is it with our city. For
help from above having forsaken her she stands desolate, stripped
of nearly all her inhabitants.\textsuperscript{77}

The worst fears of the people seemed to be confirmed with the arrival
of an imperial commission to investigate the unrest. According to the
orator Libanius, also an eyewitness, those suspected of involvement
were arrested, condemned and punished—‘some fell by the sword,
some lost their lives burnt at the stake, some were destroyed thrown
to the jaws of wild animals’.\textsuperscript{78} As the imperial commissioners con-
tinued their grim deliberations, John Chrysostom delivered a (perhaps
not altogether welcome) series of homilies which combined striking
rhetorical images of a terrified populace with a strong apocalyptic
theme. The fear in the city was a forewarning of the Last Judgement.
The dread inspired by the imperial commission was a mere shadow of
things to come:

\begin{flushright}
I exclaimed, in those words of Solomon, “Vanity of vanities, all is
vanity.” \textit{[Ecclesiastes 1.2]} For I saw both this and another saying ful-
filled through these works, that which says: “All the glory of man is
\end{flushright}
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as the flower of the field. The grass withereth and fadeth away.” [Isaiah 40.6-7] For then indeed wealth, and high birth, and distinction, and the patronage of friends, and family, and all this in this life were found worthless, the sin and the breach of the law which had been committed having dispelled all this help... And looking at these things, I cast in my mind that fearsome tribunal; and I said to myself: If now, when men are judges, neither mother, nor sister, nor father, nor anyone else (even though innocent of the acts committed) has the power to deliver the accused; who will stand by us when we are brought to trial at the dread tribunal of Christ? Who will dare speak out? Who will have the power to deliver those led away to unbearable punishments?79.

A similar grim concern with the judicial violence of the Last Judgement combined (like Pachomius) with a fascination for its bureaucratic exactitude, was also central to an apocalyptic work known as the Vision of St Paul. The composition of this work is difficult to date. The core seems likely to have been written in the late third century; but its final, revised form (or at least so the preface claims) dates to 420.80 Certainly the circumstances of the text’s discovery –again in its own version– were remarkable.

In the consulship of Theodosius II and Flavius Constantius (in 420), a certain high-ranking man (honoratus) was living at that time in Tarsus, in the house which had been that of St. Paul; an angel, appearing in the night, revealed it to him, saying that he should dig up the foundations of the house and should make known what he found. But he thought that these things were dreams. But the angel coming for the third time beat him and forced him to dig up the foundations. And digging he found a marble box, inscribed on the sides; there was the revelation of St. Paul, and his shoes in which he walked teaching the word of God. But he feared to open the box and brought it to the governor. When he had received it, the governor...sent it to the emperor Theodosius... When the emperor had recei-
This was an appropriate foundation myth for such a text. Like Chrysostom's sermons in Antioch, St Paul's visions of the next world were greatly enriched in meaning—and made more presently terrifying—by their explicit imperial associations. It mattered to the author of the text (and to its intended readership) that an emperor could be imagined to be concerned with this account of the world to come and might himself keep the autograph manuscript—perhaps along with the St. Paul's shoes—in the imperial library in Constantinople.

Like John Chrysostom's vision, St. Paul's version of the apocalypse was also greatly concerned with the sheer magnificence of the administrative detail of the world to come. Sinners were carefully filed according to their wrongdoings. In a text which in many ways prefigures Dante's *Inferno*, Paul was taken on a guided tour by a guardian angel who explained in meticulous detail the principles of classification adopted in Hell.

And I saw there a river boiling with fire, and in it a multitude of men and women immersed up to the knees, and other men up to the navel, others even up to the lips, and others right up to their hair...

And I asked the angel and said, "Who are these, sir, immersed up to their knees in fire?". He answered me and said, "These are they who when they have gone out of church busy themselves with talk of issues which should not concern them. Those who are immersed up to the navel are those who, when they have taken the body and blood of Christ, go and fornicate and do not cease from their sins until they day they die. Those who are immersed up to the lips are those who slander each other when they assemble in the church of God; those up to the eyebrows are those who nod to each other in their malice and plot against their neighbour."

Nor were carefully graded punishments meted out lightly. The heavenly tribunal adopted a carefully regulated procedure. Each soul appeared before the Lord God who commanded a recording angel to present in evidence to the court the (no doubt often bulky) files containing the detailed records of that soul's unrepented wrongdoings. Against a soul who stubbornly refused to admit of its sins, Paul witnessed a particularly thorough angel in full administrative action.

---


And the angel of the sinful soul came, having in his hands a document, and said, “These, Lord, in my hands, are all the sins of this soul from its youth right up until today, from the tenth year of its birth. And if you command, Lord, I will also relate its acts from the beginning of its fifteenth year.”

But even eternity is too short for some bureaucratic minutiae. The Lord God speaking from the bench—like any perceptive and slightly sarcastic judge unwilling to slow down the judicial process just for sake of administrative detail—ordered the angel to get to the point:

And the Lord God, the just judge, said, “I say to you angel, I do not expect of you an account of this soul since it was fifteen years old, but set forth its sins for the five years before it died and before it came hither.”

The emperor Theodosius (if he ever did read this text) would, I suspect, have greatly enjoyed God’s reply to this over-zealous heavenly court official. The Lord God—like any wary emperor—was unprepared to have the exercise of his power limited by tedious and overly-painstaking bureaucratic action. Angels, like earthly court officials, had always to be watched. Even in heaven, the Lord God had to work hard to ensure that the Last Judgement did not become caught up in unnecessary red tape.

For many of those who heard or read these homilies, the similarities between the ultimate tribunal and even a provincial governor’s court (not to mention the awesome majesty of an imperial audience hall) must have been striking. Doubly so. These parallels lent a present and comprehensible reality to a divine mystery. They also lent divine sanction to standard administrative procedures. The Last Judgement presented a detailed version of later Roman bureaucracy perfected. In the frightening visions of Chrysostom and Paul, the world would end in a chilling administrative apocalypse. But, at the same time (while recognising the impossibility of solving some of life’s iniquities and inequalities) in these visions of the Last Judgement, the tension between these closely parallel versions of this world and the next also exposed the inadequacies and limitations of the mundane. The competition between Church and State over this same ideological ground should make us wary (for example) of assuming a single and univocal

83 Id. 17; see too, the version of this passage in the Coptic text: ‘And at that moment the angel came into the midst, with a bill of indictment of its sins in his hand, and he said, “My Lord, the sins which this soul hath committed since its youth are in my hand; dost Thou wish me, O my Lord, to recite its sins from the time when it was ten years old?”’. And the Judge said unto the angel of the soul, “O angel, I do not seek to know what sins it hath committed since the time when it was ten years of age or fifteen; on the contrary, I only ask thee concerning the sins which it hath committed in this year, the year in which it died.” (ed. Wallis Budge, Coptic Texts, 534-74; trans. id. 1043-84, at 1046-47).

response to these apocalyptic visions, or to the procession of officials around the imperial audience hall in Luxor, or to Pacatus' presentation of Theodosius I, or to Corippus' version of court ceremonial. No doubt some viewers were impressed—perhaps even awe-struck—at the enormity of secular power and its claims to divine legitimacy. No doubt some saw too in such images the heavenly validation of earthly imperial splendour and inaccessibility. Others—perhaps with a finer sense of irony—might see in that comparison only an exaggeration of the antithesis between the two. It is after all, the differences which ultimately give both these images their power. Comparisons—as always—cut both ways.

Of course, as often in late Antiquity, it is difficult to know how to deal with what sometimes seems a confusing and kaleidoscopic series of competing views of power. What at least is seems safe to say is that the impact of a view of emperor and court constructed around Christian imagery and language introduced a new and important way of perceiving and conceiving of both imperial and divine power. A new Christianised ideology of power gave a heightened meaning both to images of imperial majesty in this world and to the dramatically splendid accounts of divine omnipotence. Both the sacred and the secular were compressed in a new world of doubled and double-edged images. Visions of emperors as Christ, imperial palaces as heaven, and angels as bureaucrats were never clear-cut. They were always open to conflicting interpretation. But then—as Theodore still dreaming of angelic figures in uniform—would perhaps cheerfully have admitted, that is, in large part, both the point and the power of any heavenly vision.

Many Christians in the later Empire would have agreed. Here again is John Chrysostom, brilliantly evoking the magnificence of a procession in an exegetical sermon on Paul's Letter to the Romans:

The men in golden apparel, and the pairs of white mules caparisoned with gold, and the chariots inlaid with precious stones, and the snow-white cushions... and dragons fashioned from silken cloth, and the shields with their golden bosses... and the horses with their golden trappings and gold bits. But when we see the emperor, we lose sight of these. For he alone draws our gaze: the purple robe, and the diadem, and the throne, and the clasp, and the shoes—all the brilliance of his appearance.85

Another description of an imperial ceremony? Yes—in one sense. But one whose images are sanctified and justified by comparison with the divine world which lies just beyond it. A description which underlines that—at least from the point of view of emperors and bureaucrats—it was the possibility of that legitimating enjambment between heaven and earth which was one of the great successes of the conversion of Christianity to a state religion. But this is also description which exposes the limits, insecurities and unavoidable ambiguities that such an

assertion inevitably contained. For (if we are to believe John) the above is a description not of a splendid imperial ceremony; nor of a later Roman emperor and his retinue; but of something immeasurably more powerful—the Second Coming of Christ.